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There is a Lot to be Learned Even
After the End of an Initiative


  
We decided, and it was a tough decision, to end
the StarShea legal organization. There were
many lessons and takeaways. Just one example
- we have now a solution called SAP Rural
Sourcing Management, connecting around
50,000-60,000 smallholder farmers to a large
client’s value chain, based on our experience
from StarShea.”


social Business

About the Initiative:

Starshea provided women’s groups of shea
farmers with a variety of services: shea
and business training, microcredit,
software solutions and mobile phone
technology, with the aim of enabling them
to provide large volumes of high-quality
shea products directly to large buyers, at
fair trade prices.

Ideation

Proof of concept

Scale up and scale down


StarShea started in 2009 as an
initiative with SAP and Planet
Finance, as the Star Shea Network.



SAP partnered with two local
microfinance institutions (Grameen
Ghana and Maata-N-Tudu) to
register women for the initiative.



In 2012, a social business was set up
around the network to help achieve
sustainability.



It was a top-down initiative that
aligned with SAP’s social
sustainability priority of connecting
global value chains to the base of the
economic pyramid, which had been
decided by the executive committee.


The first wave enrolled 1,500
women in the program and helped
them to move up the value chain
and sell higher quality nuts and
butters to a large supplier. It also
increased their incomes earned on
each nut by ~60% - 80%.


Initially, the project was set up as a
nonprofit, with no independent
revenue generating model.





Impact as
of 2014


716

15k

Women’s
groups

Women
impacted


The network continued to grow. But
as the social business did not
achieve its financial viability, SAP
decided to hand it over to NGOs that
were better positioned to operate
the not-for-profit model. 
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Deep Dive

What worked well?



What

T r a n s i t i o n i n g A n N G O T o A S o c i a l B u s i n e s s


worked well?



Clearly identified benefit and link to core business: 


Finding the right expert advisors: 


Dedicated

Beyond providing some of the funding for the

The board was made up of members from its

When

initiative, SAP contributed its technology expertise

founding companies who were able to provide

NGO

to develop the website as well as a mobile based

expertise on technology and local context. As the

full-time

order fulfillment and management tool. This made it

business model struggled from more technical

preparing the business case.

easy to involve employees through fellowships, and

details linked to commodities farming, it was

CEO

also allowed SAP to deliver unique value to the

missing commodities experts who were able to help

was on-site with the new

program,

challenge and refine the business model with the

transition, and then continued to support the

resources

right context in mind.



initiative remotely. This continuity from building the

lawyers, which

business case, planning the setup and implementing

business in the set-up phase.

and

capture

learnings

for

the

core

business.



Finding the right funding structure: 


Partnered with others to fill gaps: 

While SAP brought the technology expertise, it
partnered with various organizations to deliver the
education, research, structure the microfinance
products, and onboard the women. This enabled
SAP to combine its technology with a meaningful

The social business was initially funded with debt,

The program ensured the women were qualified and
educated to operate independently. This included
training them on quality assessment of the nuts and
agricultural skills. This increased the income of the
women and continues to have an impact even today. 



and started working towards a patient equity
structure before the program was transitioned.



process,

including

and skills that the

for the social business, the transition manager

such as transportation companies and the women’s

CEO

to help with the

network.

It

also

e.g.

strong starting point. 




Shared transition period to maintain continuity: 

The partner

NGO

continued its operations for two

years in parallel to the social business being set up.
shared

resources

(physical

space,

staff,

compiled for the social business and the knowledge

The learnings from StarShea were used to create a

transfer was completed.










new product, SAP Rural Sourcing Management. It
enables customers to access and source from
smallholder farmers. The experience from building
StarShea also built SAP’s knowledge base and
interested in sustainable sourcing.



Employee engagement: 


Because the initiative started as a non-profit model,

Hundreds of employees have participated in the

it had never really been set-up with financial

social sabbaticals, enabling them to gain useful

viability

not

additional skills, and on the ground insight that they

configured to make money. Once it transitioned to a

bring back to the business. The opportunity also

social business, it went through multiple iterations

helps to make SAP a more attractive place for

trying to find the right approach. Ultimately, the

employees to work. 



was

capital-heavy business model led to the decision to
hand it over for long-term impact.





More broadly at SAP: 


“

Many other initiatives are ongoing to advance their
position on social impact. These include reviewing

The fact that they managed to introduce me
to all the local key players for the transport,
the guy who was going to train us on

ideas for their incentive structure, looking at their

quality, and even the lawyer, was a great

supply chain, and expanding how to provide more

success. The network of local existing

data for their customers to make decisions about

partners set me up to know everything I

their supply chains.






had built up. This included

introductions to the key actors for the business

change on the ground, gave the social business a

Both

NGO

they hired a

When

Business innovation and credibility: 


Business model: 


set-up

the

credibility to serve many of its customers who are

WHAT WERE THE CHALLENGES?



initial

manage

the transition period, the initiative focused

on transferring knowledge, contacts, experience,

knowledge, etc.) until a dedicated team could be

Ensured learnings were institutionalized: 


The

to

During

they needed more flexibility to adjust the model

How did it impact the organization?



mind.

the decision was made to transition from

to social business, SAP dedicated one person

Ensure knowledge and experience is transferred: 


but as the program scaled the team realized that

process solution.



in

resources to managing the transition: 
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needed to know to begin my own start-up.

transferred

HR

broader

recruitment

made

it

business

agencies

easier for the
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